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Laser X-ray generation Laser X-ray generation
• Need very high laser powers:
• Peak intensity  1015 W/cm2
• Peak E  eld  100 GV/m10 March 2006 10 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Smart Places & Smart Places &
Things Things
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What are the people up to? What are the people up to?
Who is doing what? Who is doing what?
Where are they doing it? Where are they doing it?
What is the environment like? What is the environment like?10 March 2006 10 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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critical data 
entry
The laboratory
notebook has been
the way scientiﬁc
research has been
recorded for over
200 years
Can we do better
now?
How about an
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Like cash machine
electronic notebooks
have taken many forms
we want one that is
simple to use in the lab
whilst doing actual
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Permanent, 
 primary
 record 
Observations
Write down what
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Observations are never
collected on bits of
paper to be written up
later on!
If you are caught using the 
“scrap of paper” technique, 
your improperly recorded data 
may be confiscated by your teacher!10 March 2006 10 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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But How to get
chemists and
computer
scientists to
understand each
other
By Making
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Result of extensive
collaborative HCI
research between
Computer
Scientists and
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Temperature
in the lab
My PC
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Archive Student’s
PC My PC
Temperature
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Friends in
IBM
Student’s
PC My PC
Door
opening
Temperature
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Mobile
Phone
Translator
Service
Door
opening
Friends in
IBM
Student’s
PC My PC
Temperature
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Temperature
My PC
Message
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Message
Broker
Friends in
IBM
Student’s
PC My PC
Temperature Door
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IBM
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Temperature Door
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“I love the convenience, but the roaming
charges are killing me”10 March 2006 10 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Would you
all be
happy with
having this
technology
all around
you?
“I just realized, Howard, that everything
in this apartment is more sophisticated
than we are”10 March 2006 10 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Security
and trust
for
experiments
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Chemistry Data 
private or public, 
open or controlled access